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Authorship attribution
• Closed-set: assign anonymous text to one author 

from set of candidate authors (classification problem) 

• Importance and difficulty of benchmarking: need for 

• Large but varied corpora 

• Accessible data (free of rights) 

• Control over topic and genre (domain) 

• Multilingual, yet comparable datasets



What is fan fiction?

• Fiction produced by 
non-professional authors 

• that explicitly builds on 
previously published 
fiction (characters, 
themes, settings, etc.)



FandomCanon



Attractive?
Characteristic Advantage

Online, open platforms Digitally accessible

Unmediated No editorial interference

Explicit about canon Rich metadata

Global phenomenon Language-independent



Balanced cross-domain design 

All test texts, across 5 languages (!), from target 
fandom (Harry Potter) not represented in the 
training data. Each author: 7+ training texts



Submissions 
Compared to a SVM char 3gram baseline



Effect of number of authors



Significance



Model criticism 
Dominance of ngrams (TF-IDF), instance-based, SVMs 



Post-hoc analyses 
More varied training data helps (cf. Sapkota 2014) — 

influence of original author is not a major factor



Observations
• Fanfiction validated: feasible, but not easy, so 

room for progress 

• (Stylistic) influence of canon author not an 
issue? Focus on (semantic) domain 

• Some stagnation in the field, both in feature 
extraction and classification 

• (Where is deep learning? Cf. Bagnall@PAN2016)



Stay tuned
• Next year at PAN 2019 (Lugano) 

• Focus on open-set attribution in fan fiction 

• No longer a single target fandom: more 
“adversarial” set up 

• Less restricted design: larger, more complex 
problems to push innovation
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